USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10208.02

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY AT STARBASE 245 COMPLETING RESUPPLY OPERATIONS
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts transferring the details of the previous mission into his PADD ::
TO_Usimov says:
::sitting at the console in TO checking weapons and shields::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Continues working on his modifications::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE SENIOR STAFF OF THE GENEVA IS CALLED TO AN ASSEMBLY
OPS_Cailand says:
::coordinates systems and transfers and general "traffic" from her console on the bridge..... Okay, this could get tiring....::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Is in MENG going over the duty roster for the next few days. Taps his PADD::
EO_Chapu says:
:: As it is being transferred, he puts his tunic on ::
CO_Eden says:
*Shipwide*: Senior Staff report to the Alpine Lounge.
CMO_Tunik says:
::walking through corridor, padd in hand::
TO_Usimov says:
::wondering what the assembly is about::
TO_Usimov says:
::checks to be sure all is in order, then starts toward the Alpine Lounge::
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes the finished PADD with him as he strolls down to the Alpine Lounge, reviewing the data that was entered ::
XO_Shras says:
:: waits the CO to follow her to the Alpine Lounge after making sure the bridge does not remain vacant ::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Hears the announcement, though he is somewhat irritated to have his work interrupted, he goes to the lounge::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Here the communication. Places the PADD down on a console and immediately walks into a TL:: TL: Alpine Lounge, please!
OPS_Cailand says:
::cocks an eyebrow briefly, then readies the console to turn over to another operations officer::
CO_Eden says:
::Closes the shipwide channel and walks to the TL::
CMO_Tunik says:
::just came from the lounge... so... he turns around and walks back to the lounge:: Self: I could use another Silver Tea.
CO_Eden says:
::Watches the perfect rotation of officers on the bridge and smiles:: TL: Alpine Lounge.
EO_Chapu says:
:: As he places the PADD into his back pocket, he enters the TL :: Computer: Alpine Lounge
TO_Usimov says:
::enters TL with others::
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps into the TL just as the doors begin to close::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks out onto the deck and into the Alpine Lounge. ::Bring out a PADD with a status report of Engineering just in case::
XO_Shras says:
:: In the TL with the CO::
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the Alpine Lounge and proceeds to replicator:: Computer: Silver Tea. Cherry. Medium.
CO_Eden says:
::Steps out of the TL into the corridor and soon after into the Alpine Lounge::  XO: It's amazing how many people can fit into one turbolift eh, Commander?
EO_Chapu says:
:: after the long shore leave, he is pre-occupied with something that happened during that time;  this distraction brings his attention away from the TL's open doors ::
TO_Usimov says:
::steps out of TL and walks toward the Alpine Lounge::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Sees the CO and the XO entering the lounge:: CO/XO: Greeting sirs... how are you all today?
CMO_Tunik says:
::picks up the drink after it materializes:: Self: I am intrigued as to how Sinix created this blend. ::drinks::
OPS_Cailand says:
::enters the Lounge and gets a mint tea from the replicator.....::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Waits for the turbolift::
CO_Eden says:
::Stops at the front and waits::
XO_Shras says:
XO: Laws of physics cease to exist in TL...
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses behind Tunik as he steps away with his tea and picks up hers after a few seconds::
TO_Usimov says:
::waits behind OPS_Cailand for her tea::
CO_Eden says:
CEO: Fine Commander, thank you.  How about you?
EO_Chapu says:
:: notices the open doors starting to close; shakes his and places his hand within the shrinking space to make the door open back up, letting him out; he walks to the Alpine Lounge, still pre-occupied ::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Catches the TL and makes his way quickly to the Alpine Lounge::
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: Greetings Lieutenant. ::nods... moves closer to the front::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods to the CMO:: CMO: Doctor.
TO_Usimov says:
::gets her tea from the replicator and moves toward the others milling around::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Well I am doing quite well Captain thank you very much... ::Sees the EO:: EO: Mister Chapu, over here Lieutenant! ::Trying to get his attention::
OPS_Cailand says:
:::sips her mint tea gratefully... hmm... that tastes nice...::
XO_Shras says:
CO: Special announcement to make?
EO_Chapu says:
:: enters the Alpine Lounge, hand moving mildly; hears the CEO but ignores it ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::sits his drink on a table and stands only ten centimeters from it::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Sees the EO walk by without saying hello:: CO: Sorry Captain I must be excused to go talk with Mister Chapu.... ::Walks away towards the EO::
CO_Eden says:
XO: Kind of.  ::Holds up a little box:: We just need to make something official.
CO_Eden says:
::Notices that everyone has made it and stands before the group::
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes a quick look around; notices that he is on the opposite side of the Lounge;  looks confused as he sees the CEO walking towards him ::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks towards the EO:: EO: Lieutenant. Why aren't you saying hello to you department head? Is there anything the matter?
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>: It is a shame that Wolfgar can't be here, but with him being so hard on himself for the ENVIRO suit mishap, he is working himself way too much.
CO_Eden says:
CMO: Dr. Tunik, front and center!
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Goes and sits in a quiet little corner of the lounge::
OPS_Cailand says:
::rests her knee on a chair not too far from the front and sips her tea, following the doctor with her eyes::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir? . . . . I'm sorry, sir.  I . . . must have . . .  been pre-occupied.  I'm sorry, Commander. :: straightens his face to hide most of his confusion ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow... hadn't heard that phrase from a captain in more than three years... steps to the captain::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Stands::
EO_Chapu says:
:: finds a seat near the CEO is sitting ::
CO_Eden says:
All: The rank has been earned, and the paper work has gone through.  Now all that's left is to make it official.  ::Turns to the CMO::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns his eyes up front, where the CO is standing with the CMO ::
CO_Eden says:
CMO: Lt. Tunik, I hereby promote you to the rank of Lieutenant Commander.  Congratulations.  ::Pins the half pip on his collar and extends her hand::
CMO_Tunik says:
::shakes the Captain's extended hand:: CO: Thank you Captain.
EO_Chapu says:
:: leads the applause for the CMO ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::suppresses her approval, letting only the corner of her mouth turn up for the briefest of moments..... He certainly did earn it::
TO_Usimov says:
::standing in the middle of the group watching what is going on, but still can't help thinking about Wolfgar and a smile comes to my lips::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Claps for the CMO::
TO_Usimov says:
::claps along with others:: <Self> The CMO certainly earned this promotion.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to his crew::
OPS_Cailand says:
::applauds::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Claps enthusiastically for the Doctor::
CO_Eden says:
::As the clapping dies down:: All: Dismissed.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Lieutenant, we just need to talk for a second. Follow me on the way down to MENG.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods and pauses to finish off her mint tea::
TO_Usimov says:
::heads toward TL to return to bridge::
CMO_Tunik says:
::stands besides the Captain:: CO: Captain, there is another matter I am uncertain if you are aware of.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Yes, sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: follows the CEO ::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Leaves the lounge and returns to Engineering::
CO_Eden says:
CMO: What's that Tunik?  ::Watches as the crew leaves::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Leaves the Alpine Lounge and into a TL with the EO right with him:: TL: Main Engineering please
OPS_Cailand says:
::finishes her mint tea and returns the cup to the replicator:;
CMO_Tunik says:
CO: Lieutenant T`Aura will not be returning to the Geneva.
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns part way to the door, facing the CEO mostly ::
CO_Eden says:
CMO: Science officer T`Aura... your wife?
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CO: That is correct.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Turns to the EO:: EO: Ok Lieutenant, I don't want to sound overly cautious, but is there anything wrong today? You seemed very distracted when you came in and didn't even acknowledge me saying hello to you in front of the Captain. Is there anything wrong at all?
CO_Eden says:
CMO: I'm sure Lt. Taal would hate to lose her... is there a particular reason?
EO_Chapu says:
:: As he stands in a relax position, hands behind his back, he secretly pulls out his PADD from his pocket ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::hesitant:: CO: She is no longer present within her body.
OPS_Cailand says:
::walks out of the AL and to the TL::
LT_Tormas says:
::Rounds corner with Padd under nose not watching where he’s going::
TO_Usimov says:
::enters TL going towards the bridge::
CO_Eden says:
::Pauses in shock:: CMO: I'm sorry Tunik... you have my condolences.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  It's relatively nothing, sir.  I had a . . . well . . . a strange encounter with a woman back on the Starbase, Commander.  She seemed to know me and of me, yet I didn't even recognize her in the slightest bit.
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>:you need to remember to do the duty rosters when you return to TAC.
CMO_Tunik says:
CO: Thank you Captain. T`Aura is... ::stops:: ... thank you. ::slowly steps from the Captain::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Really? Was she someone from the past? I mean if you think you need it I’m sure the CNS could help you retrace some of you memory. I mean that is quite odd, you sure you never met her?
CO_Eden says:
CMO: Now's not really the time, but if you'd like I'll drop by later.  We can talk.
LT_Tormas says:
::Finds the info he needs and enters Operations center::
TO_Usimov says:
::exits TL and heads toward TAC::
CMO_Tunik says:
::turns back to the Captain:: CO: That would be an illogical usage of either of our time captain. As a Vulcan, I have learned to deal with loss. In a way, she could still be among us.
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps out onto the bridge and relieves the officer there, bringing up the sectional she had before::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Immerses himself back into his work::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances up, then begins the search again, after having to shut it down..... She places it in the background, then continues focusing on her work::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I rarely have seen much of my people, the Klingon species I mean, on the Starbases and routine trips we have, sir.  I am pretty sure that this . . . female Klingon. . That I met was someone I have not met.
CMO_Tunik says:
::remembers the last mind meld the two had shared::
CEO_Stricker says:
::TL stops and the doors fly open at MENG. Walks out and head for the main engineering console with the EO with him::
CO_Eden says:
::Makes her way to the exit:: CMO: I'll come by sickbay anyway, perhaps for an advance physical.
EO_Chapu says:
:: follows in the wake of the CEO ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CO: Understood Captain.
TO_Usimov says:
::sits at console, glances at it to be sure all is working properly and starts writing out the duty logs::
CO_Eden says:
::Watches the CMO with worry, then turns the opposite direction and enters a TL::  TL: Bridge...
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Hmmm... Well, I really am no expert on his subject, but please do not let it affect your work here. You are one of the most outstanding assistant officers I have ever known. That is an order Lieutenant! ::Smiles encouragingly::
LT_Tormas says:
::Brings up resupply manifest and wonders what is taking his crew so long::
CMO_Tunik says:
::picks up drink, and proceeds to the exit::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances behind her, then turns back around, continuing to coordinate::
CO_Eden says:
::Steps onto the bridge and turns to OPS:: OPS: Check with Starbase 245 to see if their resupply of the Geneva has been completed.
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances up, hands still busy:: CO: Yes Captain.
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters turbolift:: Computer: Deck 5.
OPS_Cailand says:
::patches through to the SB Ops officer and checks that they have finished everything...:: CO: The resupply has been completed, the last personnel are vacating the airlock.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I will do my best to fulfill my duty before my personal live, sir. . . . . . BTW, :: brings the PADD in front of him and extends it towards the CEO :: here are the details of our last mission, Commander.  All of our . . . your . . . engineers have given me their details of the mission and I have put my two cents in as well.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Get us launch clearance when are safely back on the Starbase.  There's space dust out there that needs examining...
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits turbolift and enters sickbay... notices the EMH is running::
TO_Usimov says:
::finishes up duty roster and enters for all TAC to see::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Thank for doing this Lieutenant. I know it hasn't been easy for you to adjust with my standards but you do not have to say my engineers. They are not my property I just command them, and same with you. ::Looks at the PADD:: Ok I want us to discuss some of you thoughts on this Lieutenant, if that is ok with you?
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: How's everything looking in Engineering Chief?
LT_Tormas says:
@*Lt Tormas to SB Flight OPS*: The last of the Cargo is aboard the Geneva, Were clear on this end
EO_Chapu says:
:: waits for the CEO to finish talking with the CO ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Wonderful Captain. Lieutenant Chapu and I are currently discussing some of the resupply inventory as we speak!
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to Berlin:: Berlin: Ensign, can you explain why the EMH is running?
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and bugs the SB Ops again for clearance::
LT_Tormas says:
::Checks for all stations to report clear::
TO_Usimov says:
::sees that weapons and shields are in working order::
LT_Tormas says:
@Com: Geneva: All stations report clear you may disconnect when ready. Tormas out
AFCO_Gambit says:
::rushes onto the bridge embarrassed that she's late for her shift again::
OPS_Cailand says:
::sends information to the AFCO's console and then glances up::
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Great.  We'll try not to strain the engines too much.  We're on routine patrol this time.
OPS_Cailand says:
Com: SB: Understood.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: You mean I get to try to hit transwarp this time Captain? ::Laughs out loud::
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: We have clearance to leave space dock.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::smiles at OPS and begins her preflight checks::
LT_Tormas says:
::Activates departure lights and steps to the window with his crew::
EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CO say routine patrol and thinks Yea, right. A routine patrol. Not for the  Geneva ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the smile but turns back to her console, checking on the search hesitantly::
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Beginning preflight checks.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: So Lieutenant, as you were saying in my response?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Yes, sir.  I don't mind going over the list.
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: Take us out... and be wary of broken wake up calls; they cause you to be late sometimes.  ::Grins knowingly::
XO_Shras says:
:; enters the bridge and walks to his seat ::
AFCO_Gambit says:
*SB*: This is the Geneva, preparing to switch to internal power systems, stand by for umbilical release.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::looks at the Captain:: CO: Yes ma'am, I will.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: I'm sorry doctor.
LT_Tormas says:
@*Geneva*: Understood Geneva, Safe journey
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok good, we'll use the warp core control room because there are two comfy chairs in there for us to sit and go over everything. ::Walks from the main engineering console to the warp core control room and sits down::
EO_Chapu says:
:: follows the CEO to the Warp Core Control Room;  takes the right seat on the right, his favorite. ::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::releases the umbilicals:: CO: Umbilicals released, docking clamps being released now.
LT_Tormas says:
::Monitors power falloff from umbilicals::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Takes a deep, relaxing breath:: EO: Ok Lieutenant, let's hear it. ::Smiles::
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves the screen to the center of both of them, linking the PADD view to the monitor ::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::checks to be sure the docking clamps are opened:: CO: Captain, all ship's systems now on internal power. Taking us out with thrusters at 1/4.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA GENTLY MOVES OUT OF THE STARBASE DOCKING AREA
OPS_Cailand says:
::her coordination of systems slows slightly, though she continues to work on her console to get the Geneva fully up and running::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::guides the Geneva out of the docking bay and towards the doors::
LT_Tormas says:
::Begins closeting doors and locking down loading area::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Alright, here's the story.  I discarded 3 Photon Torpedoes and re-stocked with 5 Torpedoes because.  The three (3) discarded were defective to begin with.
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Captain, clearing bay doors, heading to outer markers at 1/2 impulse.
XO_Shras says:
:: monitors the launch sequence ::
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: Set a course for the Cardassian Border once we clear the Starbase.
CMO_Tunik says:
Berlin: Are you going to explain why the EMH is active?
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Aye Captain
OPS_Cailand says:
::slows down a bit more and then checks on the...."search" again.. hmm...::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, first I want a talk with the Torpedo Room Chief. That should never happen on this ship....
AFCO_Gambit says:
::heads for the outer marker::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I re-stocked 3 dozen gel packs, due to replacement of defective or otherwise gel packs, plus a dozen and a half for repairs during our stay.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: We were considering giving him a make over. That's all.
TO_Usimov says:
::sees that the shields are working rather sluggishly, so starts working on them::
CMO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Berlin: Make... over?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  Shall we visit him?  Or shall I call for him?
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Outer marker, changing course 234.34 for the Cardassian border, warp 5.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: Alter his appearance. Make him look better.
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: Engage.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Not right now, ::Looks seriously at the EO:: but after the meeting I will pay him or her a personal visit Lieutenant. If you wish to be entertained, you way join me too...
LT_Tormas says:
::Beams a gift to the Geneva cargo bay before they jump to warp::
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Aye ma'am, engaging warp engines.
Host Bob_SM (Warp.wav)
AFCO_Gambit says:
::taps the console and heads the Geneva to the border::
CMO_Tunik says:
Berlin: It is not permitted to make modifications to the EMH without my approval.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  I re-stocked 3 dozen gel packs, due to replacement of defective or otherwise gel packs, plus a dozen and a half for repairs during our shore leave..
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: ::Nods:: Where are those gel packs stored? I'd like that never to happen again also.
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: We should reach the border in one standard day.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::nods:: CMO: Sorry sir. It won't happen again.
OPS_Cailand says:
::taps her finger for a few seconds on the console, wanting the search to finish, but not rushing it::
CO_Eden says:
::Nods:: AFCO: Thank you.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::nods and sits back a little in her chair::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: The defective gel packs are in compartment 3-4-A in storage here in Engineering.  The malfunctioning and damaged gel packs are stored in 3-4-D, next row over from the defectives.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA PROCEEDS TOWARDS ITS OLD PATROL ROUTE.. AND TOWARDS SOME SECTORS NEEDING REMAPPED AND EXPLORED
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks forward while finishing his Silver Tea:: Berlin: Explain why the EMH has so much hair. He is a doctor... not a rock star.
OPS_Cailand says:
::eases onto her chair and feels like slapping the console to make it search faster::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok if this is fine with you, there is a young kid who just came aboard, he's 19. He is a Crewman Apprentice. How would you feel if I gave him a job just monitoring the storage room?
AFCO_Gambit says:
::looks over at Cailand:: OPS: Frustrating isn't it?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::can't help but to smile:: CMO: We were actually changing the EMH into a woman.
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances up and blinks:: AFCO: What.. is frustrating?
AFCO_Gambit says:
::nods to the OPS console:: OPS: Waiting.......
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: Computer: Reset the Doctor's physical perimeters.
TO_Usimov says:
CO Eden: I am detecting a package in the cargo bay, sir.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Can he help with cataloging and inventory? Or should we not bother with him in that aspect?
CO_Eden says:
TO: What's unusual about it?
OPS_Cailand says:
::tilts her head:: AFCO: Yes...I suppose....
CMO_Tunik says:
::watches as the doctor changes back:: Berlin: We have... plenty of female medical officers.
OPS_Cailand says:
::refrains from narrowing her eyes.... did the AFCO know what she was doing?::
CMO_Tunik says:
<EMH> ::has a feminine voice:: CMO: Thank you doctor... ::touches throat:: ... my voice?
TO_Usimov says:
CO_Eden: It seems to be wrapped in brown paper, which is not usual.  I also have no idea where it came from.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Well he is just starting out. He really wants to be an Engineer but all our positions are taken. I was thinking he could do pretty much everything. I would suggest him doing inventory and passing it through the chain of command down here.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::smiles to herself and returns to watching her navigational sensors::
CO_Eden says:
TO: I can't take any chances... seal decompress the cargo bay and run a full scan on the package.
CMO_Tunik says:
::shakes his head at the EMH:: Computer: Reset the EMH's vocal perimeters.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  I see no problems with that.
CMO_Tunik says:
<EMH> ::waits for his program to be altered:: CMO: Thank you. I thought I'd be a woman.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::running scan on the package in the cargo bay::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::smiles at the EMH::
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks as the search stops and slowly brings it back to the front::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: He's a friend of a friend actually so I requested him. I mean the only way we can learn is by doing something technical. If you have no objections to it I'll add it into the duty roster.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\= 
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